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MY LIFE WITH PLANTS .  By Roy Lancaster. (Filbert Press in 
association with the RHS, 2017) 304 pp; illus. £25. 

As a young boy on a birdwatching trip into the countryside around 
Bolton, Roy Lancaster's early introduction to the wonder of plants 
was a true Eureka moment. He spotted a strikingly unusual weed 
in a local allotment. About three feet tall with bell-shaped green 
flowers, it defied identification by his companion schoolmaster. No 
institution locally could name it and it was sent down to the British 
Museum (Natural History Department). A week later a formal 
letter from a professor ('Dear Mr Lancaster ... ') stated that it was 
Nicotiana rustica, the Mexican tobacco, new to Lancashire and only 
the second recorded occurrence in the whole of the UK. The letter 
was read out at assembly by the headmaster, to applause, con
founding the then rather shy boy; but it got him thinking, 'If I could 
find such a rare plant by accident, what might I find out there if I 

really tried?' 
As this memoir makes clear, he really did try with a degree of 

commitment to the task that brought a level of success given to few. 
This book is an account of the significant waypoin ts and people in 
his journey, from fifteen-year-old 'nipper who wants a job' with the 
Bolton Parks Department to today's eminent figure in internation
al horticulture decorated with high honours, of which incidentally 
there is no mention. The narrative reflects a man driven only by an 
ambition to explore and understand plants, with an enthusiasm, 
dedication and joy in his calling and an optimistic and positive 
attitude to people, relationships and communication. 
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Plantspeople inhabit the text throughout and constitute a major 
focus of interest - supportive schoolteachers, early dedicated nat
ural history mentors, helpful and encouraging foremen and head 
gardeners, national service army colleagues, enthusiastic travelling 
companions and above all professional and amateur friends of every 
rank and stamp, throughout the international world of botany and 
horticulture; friendships centred on plants and almost all maintained 
into his present life. In the general index, I would estimate that the 
number of individuals mentioned is roughly equal to the number 
of plant genera listed, and people are brought to life with many 
often affectionate and amusing personal anecdotes and vignettes 
woven into the plant narrative. Some of these people are well
known but others are unsung heroes whose contribution to post
war horticulture was real, nevertheless. Many are featured in small 
photographs which are scattered freely throughout the book, a 
device that works well in illustrating the text, but also in busily 
breaking it up in a reader-friendly way. No image occupies more 
than a third of the page and there are few spreads without one or 
two small pictures. The subtitling and signposting also help make 
it an easy and relaxed read, peppered throughout with plants. 

Roy's memory is confident and clear; reported speech is convin
cingly authentic. Detail derives from a lifelong practical and reliable 
habit of deliberately recording notes on plants, people and places. 
As a boy 'I so enjoyed these excursions and it was as a result of them 
that I came to appreciate the importance of writing things down in 
a notebook, a habit I have continued to this day.' 

After his instructive plant apprenticeship in Bolton, his stint of 
National Service, an important interlude in the story, took Roy to 
Malaysia with the Loyal Regiment (North Lancashire) patrolling 
against CTs ( communist terrorists). He makes little of being at 
the sharp end in an operational infantry battalion and enduring the 
creeps, jitters and sweat of jungle patrol, but concentrates on 
collecting species (including snakes and spiders) in ammunition 
pouches, and shipping plants off to various authorities for identifi
cation. This was mildly eccentric to say t�e least and quite courage
ous, as at first - unsurprisingly - he was thought a real oddball. 
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He amazed his colleagues by collecting things that bit you, as well 
as pressing plant specimens under his mattress. He eventually had 
'lots of helpers bringing me items of interest' . His standing with
in the regiment was finally confirmed: 'We are going to miss you, 
Lancaster.' The Malay jungle was a unique and valuable experience 
of tropical plants, and a remarkable example of how others are won 
over by a persuasive combination of enthusiasm, interest and 
determination. 

Two years as a student at the Cambridge Botanic Garden provided 
a contrast. He acquired a 'well-rounded education', with hands-on 
experience in various departments, plant identification and tax
onomy, linking botany and horticulture, exploration of the flora of 
East Anglia and his first public speaking engagements. His first 
talk was criticised by his director as being too long with too many 
jokes. Spare time meant concerts and evensong at Kings and 
Brooke's 'great clouds along pacific skies' on the Cam - punting up 
to Granchester and breakfast under the apple boughs, with young 
people and old heads. 

He then secured a role in perhaps the most celebrated nursery in 
the world, Hillier, where for eighteen years he rubbed shoulders 
daily with some of the most skilled, talented and knowledgeable 
people in the business - propagators, plant department heads, plant 
breeders. He was a kind of horticultural botanist, engaged in the 
production of the ten Hillier catalogues, requiring work both on 
the ground and in the office, checking stock and preparing descrip
tions, leading to the expanded Centenary edition of the Trees and 
Shrubs catalogue in 1964 which in turn gave birth to the first Hillier 

Manual in 1971. Later, his tenure as curator of the Arboretum was 

a time of change and an experience rich in people and plants both 
in and outside the job, at the centre of things. It served him well in 

his later freelance life. 
Self-employment - lecturing, writing, project consultation -

opened a big new chapter which continues still, and many speaking 
engagements took him to places as diverse as Jordan, Brazil and 
Norway. Broadcasting for the BBC followed with Gardener's World 
and Gardener's �estion Time, plus his own shows on Channel 4, pro-
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Roy Lancaster in his garden in 2016 standing beside Lindera obtusiloba. 
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The author's now battered and weathered copy of The Flora of Bolton, pub

lished in 1929. His numerous additions and notes were made in the 1950s 

viding a mass audience with which he could share his passion for 
plants. While much of this was fun with rewarding teamwork and 
good rapport with colleagues, he chose to break with the BBC fol
lowing programme and policy changes. 

The final two chapters are devoted to plant travels and plants in 
his own· Hampshire garden. With his eleven visits to China already 
covered in his Plantsman's Paradise ( 1989 ), and a limitation of space 
preventing reference to tours in Bhutan, Tasmania, New Zealand 
and South Africa, it is frustratingly patchy, covering Chile and the 
USA and, briefly, his four visits to Japan. He is clearly deeply en
amoured of North America, second only to China in the diversity 
of its flora, and there is only a mere glimpse of this to whet the ap
petite for more. In there somewhere must be another book waiting 
to get out. 
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'The World in My Garden' , the final chapter, discusses some of 
1is favourite plants and those that recall his travels and friends. 
)nee again his passion for plants infects his neighbours' growing 
ind enjoying them: 'Finally and most importantly, our garden has 
Jeen a place to share with those of like mind, in particular botanists, 
sardeners and horticultural students from home and abroad.' 

This fairly summarises the role of.the book, too, with the world 
1s his garden and his life with plan ts revealed to people of like mind. 

MAURICE FOSTER 
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This article was first published in Hortus No. 
122, Summer 2017: https://www.hortus.co.uk




